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This work introduces a novel control algorithm for close proximity multiple spacecraft
autonomous maneuvers, based on hybrid linear quadratic regulator/artificial potential
function (LQR/APF), for applications including autonomous docking, on-orbit assembly
and spacecraft servicing. Both theoretical developments and experimental validation of
the proposed approach are presented. Fuel consumption is sub-optimized in real-time
through re-computation of the LQR at each sample time, while performing collision
avoidance through the APF and a high level decisional logic. The underlying LQR/APF
controller is integrated with a customized wall-following technique and a decisional
logic, overcoming problems such as local minima. The algorithm is experimentally
tested on a four spacecraft simulators test bed at the Spacecraft Robotics Laboratory of
the Naval Postgraduate School. The metrics to evaluate the control algorithm are:
autonomy of the system in making decisions, successful completion of the maneuver,
required time, and propellant consumption.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The ability of multiple spacecraft systems to autono-
mously track, rendezvous, inspect, and dock has many
potential benefits for spacecraft applications. Among
them the possibility to resupply consumables, perform
repairs, replace failed components and construct modular
structures on orbit. There is a current appeal to build
smaller and lighter spacecraft to reduce production time
and cost, decrease launch costs, and increase launch
availability. Fractionated spacecraft, composed of multiplell rights reserved.smaller spacecraft, independently launched and config-
ured in space, may be one way of achieving the benefits of
larger satellites with the launch flexibility of small
satellites [1]. Control algorithms allowing multiple space-
craft to autonomously avoid each other or rendezvous and
dock with each other are a critical component of making
autonomous close proximity spacecraft operations.
Previous research and on orbit demonstration of
autonomous rendezvous and docking dates back to
1998 [2]. The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) has
worked on a series of close-proximity satellite experi-
ments beginning with XSS-10, launched in 2003 to test
close-in satellite inspection techniques [3]. Subsequent
AFRL programs are under development as described in
Refs. [4–7].
NASA tested similar technologies and concepts with
the DART mission [8,9].
Nomenclature
Abbreviations and acronyms
AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory
APF artificial potential function
BCS body-fixed coordinate system
COM center of mass
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DOF degrees of freedom
ESA European Space Agency
ICS inertial coordinate frame
iGPS indoor global positioning system
LQR linear quadratic regulator
LVLH local vertical local horizontal
NASA National Aeronautics and Astronautics
Administration
NRL Naval Research Laboratory
NPS Naval Postgraduate School
PD proportional-derivative
POSF Proximity Operations Simulator Facility
RTAI real-time application interface
SPHERES synchronized position hold engage and
reorient experimental satellites
SRL Spacecraft Robotics Laboratory
Symbols
A, B, C, D state space matrices
a acceleration determined by LQR/APF control
aAPF acceleration determined by APF control effort
aLQR acceleration determined by LQR control effort
am maximum available acceleration magnitude
ao acceleration of chase spacecraft toward the
obstacle
a? perpendicular acceleration determined by
enhanced LQR/APF control
aX,Y,Z acceleration components due to control effort
in ICS
ax,y,z acceleration components due to control effort
in BCS
Do obstacle region of influence
Dstop stopping distance
da decay constant for acceleration toward goal
do factor of safety for obstacle region of influence
Fi,req required equivalent force of thruster i
Ft spacecraft available thrust force
Fy force required to affect commanded angular
acceleration
J cost function
KLQR LQR state feedback gain
ka acceleration shaping function
ks safety shaping function
kv velocity shaping function
L half the length of the spacecraft simulator
measured in the x–y plane
Lmax distance between opposite corners of the
spacecraft in the x–y plane
Lo minimum approach distance from chaser COM
to obstacle center
Lt distance from spacecraft simulator COM to
each thruster
ms mass of spacecraft
N LQR state-control combination gain matrix
Q LQR state gain matrix
R LQR control effort gain matrix
nm maximum allowed velocity
rch spacecraft simulator’s own position in ICS
rdock vector from target COM to the docking port
rg chaser’s current distance to the goal
rinit chaser’s initial distance to the goal
rm maximum allowed distance from chaser to goal
ro distance between the chaser’s COM and the
center of the obstacle
robs position of other chase spacecraft simulator in
ICS
rt vector from chaser COM to target COM
rtg position of the target spacecraft simulator in ICS
S solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
Tz torque about the z-axis
u control effort
v relative velocity of chaser spacecraft and
obstacle
vch chase simulator’s own velocity on the POSF
floor in ICS
vobs velocity of other chase spacecraft simulator on
the POSF floor in ICS
vtg velocity of the target spacecraft simulator on
the POSF floor in ICS
vm maximum allowed relative velocity between
spacecraft
vo chaser’s velocity toward the center of the
obstacle
aQ LQR state performance gain
bR LQR control effort gain
g angle measured counter-clockwise from rdock
to r t
s standard deviation for obstacle region of influence
ych chase spacecraft simulator’s angular displace-
ment about its z-axis
ytg target spacecraft simulator’s angular displace-
ment about its z-axis
_ych chase spacecraft simulator’s angular velocity
about its z-axis
_ytg target spacecraft simulator’s angular velocity
about its z-axis
€y angular acceleration about the z-axis
o LVLH angular velocity
x, y, z LVLH coordinates
_x, _y, _z LVLH velocities
x ¼ fx,y,z, _x, _y, _zgT state vector
Subscripts and superscripts
ðÞe error
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R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751262DARPA successfully demonstrated autonomous on-orbit
refueling and reconfiguration with the Orbital Express
mission in 2007 [10].
ESA’s Jules Verne automated transfer vehicle (ATV)
tested its anti-collision maneuver system and autonomous
rendezvous and docking control system by mating with the
International Space Station (ISS) on April 2008 [11]. Artificial
potential function control was proposed for the ATV in
Ref. [12].
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is
currently utilizing the Space Systems Laboratory’s syn-
chronized position hold engage and reorient experimental
satellites (SPHERES) both on the ground and inside the
International Space Station for validation of navigation
and control algorithms [13,14].
On the ground experimentation for multiple spacecraft
guidance, navigation and control (GNC) has experienced a
quick growth in the last years thanks to its low cost and
high return.
Additional test beds currently employed include the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL) formation control test-bed
(FCT) [15], the Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC)
formation flying test-bed (FFTB) [16], and the Naval
Research Laboratory’s (NRL) front-end robotics enabling
near-term demonstration (FREND) [17]. The Field and
Space Robotics Laboratory recently proposed experimen-
tation on controlling an incrementally assembled multiple
spacecraft system [18].
The Space Robotics Laboratory (SRL), under the
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department and
the Space Systems Academic Group (SSAG) at the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS), is focused on researching
and developing new GNC approaches for multiple space-
craft close-proximity operations. The activities at SRL
encompass computer modeling and simulation and
on-the-ground experimental validation in the Proximity
Operations Simulator Facility (POSF) (see Refs. [19,20,21]).
The POSF consists of a 4.9m4.3m epoxy floor and is

















Fig. 1. LQR/APF controair pads to maneuver with essentially zero friction. In
2007, a new autonomous, distributed control algorithm
was developed at NPS for use by multiple spacecraft
during close proximity operations, including rendezvous
and docking. The control algorithm combines the effi-
ciency of a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and robust
collision avoidance capability of artificial potential func-
tion (APF) control. The algorithm underwent preliminarily
on-orbit hardware-in-the-loop testing with MIT’s
SPHERES, through a single spacecraft experiment [22].
The main motivation for this research is to enhance the
LQR/APF algorithm to overcome local minima problems.
The LQR routine employed for this paper implements, and
solves in real time, the complete Riccati problem.
Furthermore, the approach is tested for the first time in
a multiple vehicle experiment. The main contributions of
this work to the state-of-the-art on multiple spacecraft




l bloA novel autonomous control technique is designed for
multiple spacecraft systems. The approach features
real-time fuel optimization through the LQR and
collision avoidance through the APF. In particular, the
base LQR/APF technique is enhanced through a method
similar to wall-following in conjunction with high
level decisional logic, to overcome local minima issues
that would jeopardize the maneuver’s success, not
mentioning efficiency in terms of duration and fuel
consumption.2. Performance evaluation of the LQR/APF controller is
performed through hardware-in-the-loop experimen-
tation involving three vehicles in an assembly man-
euver: two chasers and one target.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines
the multiple spacecraft maneuvering problem and the
LQR/APF control logic as well as the enhancements
















R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–1275 1263logic. Section 3 introduces the spacecraft simulators at the
Spacecraft Robotics Laboratory. Section 4 is dedicated to
the experimental test involving two chaser spacecraft
simulators and one target. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. LQR/APF control algorithm for multiple spacecraft
proximity operations
A feedback controller (Fig. 1) has been previously
developed at NPS for spacecraft relative position, and it is
the starting point for this work [14]. It combines the
efficiency of the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) with the
robust collision avoidance capability of the artificial
potential function (APF) method. The LQR portion pro-
vides the attractive force toward the goal position and the
APF portion provides the repulsive effect for collision
avoidance. Since the LQR/APF algorithm only provides
translational control, it is combined with a quaternion
feedback controller for full 6DOF control. The original
LQR/APF algorithm was studied and designed for different
types of maneuvers [14]. Here we focus on rendezvous
and docking. Each spacecraft has an assigned docking side
and docking port which has to be driven to match with
another spacecraft docking port. Nevertheless, the im-
provements made to the controller in this work apply to
any maneuver within the scope of the original LQR/APF
control intended use [14].
2.1. Dynamics of spacecraft relative motion
This section describes the spacecraft relative motion
dynamics. The linear dynamics simplifying assumption is
necessary to use a linear quadratic regulator, and it is ofxinertial
zinertial
Orbital path
Fig. 2. Relative refecommon use when describing the relative motion of
spacecraft in close proximity. The local vertical local
horizontal (LVLH) frame can be used to describe the
spacecraft relative motion. The LVLH frame is centered at
the target spacecraft’s center of mass, the x-axis points out
radially from the center of the Earth to the center of mass of
the target, the y-axis is aligned in the direction of in-track
motion, and the z-axis is normal to the orbital plane (Fig. 2).
The Clohessy–Wiltshire–Hill [23] linear equations represent
a generic chaser’s motion relative to a target reference point
in a circular orbit, assuming their mutual distance is
negligible with respect to the Earth-target distance:
€x2o _yo2x¼ ux
€yþ2o _x ¼ uy
€zþo2z¼ uz ð1Þ
From the dynamics of Eq. (1) the state dynamics matrix A,
the control mapping matrix B, the state-output mapping
matrix C, and the control-output mapping matrix D are the
following:
A¼
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
3o2 0 0 0 2o 0
0 0 0 2o 0 0
















C¼ I66D¼ 063 ð2Þ
The form of matrix B assumes the capability to generate
three independent forces in the three directions of space.











R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751264The attitude control is taken care of by an independent
logic and it will not be discussed here.
2.2. LQR control component
The LQR component of the LQR/APF control serves as
the attractive force toward the goal position. LQR
controllers are based on finding the gain matrix Klqr,
generating the optimal control acceleration aLQR ¼Klqrxe






The matrices Q, R, and N are weighting matrices that
allow the designer to balance performance and control
effort. The tracking error xe usually refers to a predefined
trajectory to be tracked during the maneuver. In this work
we do not define a reference trajectory, the LQR control
drives the spacecraft toward the goal, so that the tracking
error xe is always the difference between the current state
vector and the target point. In order to balance the high
demand in terms of control effort at the beginning of the
maneuver, when xe is high, and the very low forces
generated when in the vicinity of the goal, when xe is
small, the Q and R matrices are iteratively changed as the
spacecraft’s position changes. The N matrix is here set to












































The relative position error along each axis is equally
weighted in the denominators of the matrix Q by the
square of the distance of the spacecraft’s center of mass to
the goal position such that
xmax ¼ ymax ¼ zmax ¼ rg ð5Þ
The relative velocity error along each axis is weighted
such that




The numerator terms of the Q and Rmatrices are set equal
to the range to the goal such that
aQ1 ¼ aQ2 ¼ aQ3 ¼ aQ4 ¼ aQ5 ¼ aQ6 ¼ rg ð7ÞThe denominator terms for the R matrix are set to the
square of the maximum available control
uxmax ¼ uymax ¼ uzmax ¼ azmax ¼ um ð8Þ
where the thrusters can provide a maximum acceleration





and Ft is the thrust force andms is the mass of the spacecraft.
2.3. APF control component
The APF portion of the LQR/APF controller uses
position-based potential functions to modify the chase
spacecraft’s velocity as it moves closer to the goal and
obstacles. The obstacle can be either foreign objects or
another chaser spacecraft, stationary or moving. The
target itself is considered as an obstacle irradiating
repulsive potential until the chaser is not in the correct
relative configuration to complete the docking approach.
The repulsive obstacle potential function does not repel
the chaser away from obstacles but rather decreases the
chaser’s velocity and acceleration toward obstacles.
The total control effort due to the combination of LQR









where the various parameters are explained in the
following.
The velocity shaping parameter kv is defined as
kv ¼ ðeðr2o =2s2ÞeðD2o=2s2ÞÞðeðL2o=2s2ÞeðD2o=2s2ÞÞ1 ð11Þ
based on the obstacle’s distance relative to the chaser, ro.
The parameter kv is multiplied by the obstacle-chaser
relative velocity to ensure that the chaser spacecraft slows
to zero at the boundary of the obstacle defined by ro=Lo,
the minimum approach distance between the center of
mass of the obstacle and center of mass of the chaser. The
region of influence of the obstacle, Do, is calculated by




Eq. (12) is dependent on the minimum approach distance,
Lo, plus the minimum distance in which the chaser space-
craft could stop when applying maximum thrust, Dstop. Thus,
the region of influence changes with the current relative
velocity between the chaser and obstacle. A factor of safety,
do, is included in Eq. (12) to allow room for the chaser
spacecraft to stop gradually, instead of abruptly, to avoid
colliding with the obstacle. The standard deviation term,
s¼ ðDoþLoÞ=3, is applied for the same reason as it causes
the chaser spacecraft to reach zero velocity within one
standard deviation of the obstacle’s boundary.
When the chase spacecraft is within the region of
influence of an obstacle, an acceleration shaping function
decreases the LQR-commanded acceleration toward the
obstacle. The acceleration shaping parameter is
ka ¼ edaðroLoÞ ð13Þ
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–1275 1265where da is a positive constant that determines the
parameter’s rate of decay. The safety function
ks ¼ 1eð2darg Þ ð14Þ
causes the ka-imposed decrease in acceleration to decay
faster as the chaser approaches the goal. Since the target
is also regarded as an obstacle, this safety function allows
the chaser spacecraft to approach the target’s docking
port. Both parameters, ka and ks, are multiplied by the
component of the LQR commanded acceleration that is







to slow or stop the spacecraft’s motion in that direction.
2.4. Enhanced LQR/APF control algorithm
The approach described in the previous section pre-
sents an intrinsic limitation due to its design. The
combination of the attractive LQR force and the repulsive
APF force may result in undesired minima. Since no high
level monitoring is performed to prevent conditions such
as partial or complete canceling out of the two forces, a
local minima may be encountered and the spacecraft can
remain trapped in it, especially if the maneuvering vehicle
is proceeding toward the goal at a very low approaching
rate, typical of safe rendezvous and docking. The proof of
this limitation has been previously obtained in simulation
and it is finally given here with a direct experimental test,
in Section 4.1. Fig. 3 is a representative sketch of a one-















Fig. 3. Representative equilibrium condition between LQR andthe attractive LQR and the repulsive APF forces cancel
each other. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows a two-chaser one-
target in-plane case where the LQR and APF forces also
cancel each other. In particular, the situation envisioned
in Fig. 4 is taken as test case for the experimental runs
reported in Section 4. In order to overcome the above
mentioned problems, and make the LQR/APF controller
autonomous, the enhancements presented in the follow-
ing sections have been developed and integrated into the
original control logic.
2.4.1. Wall-following-like technique for escaping from
obstacles
With the aim of avoiding undesired conditions as in
Fig. 3, a technique similar to wall following [24] is added
to the pure LQR and APF commands. Obstacles have to be
avoided in the fastest and safest way that is possible. To
this aim, an in-plane control component, orthogonal and
proportional to the APF command, is added to the overall
commanded force. The a? is only generated in the xy
plane of the LVLH reference frame for two main reasons:
(a) it is sufficient to avoid local minima problems,
(b) usually the spacecraft are in the same orbital plane
for the last phases of docking, i.e. z¼ _z ¼ €z ¼ 0. There are
two possibilities for the commanded a?















The scalar c of Eq. (16) is a positive proportional factor
chosen by the control designer. Of the two possibilities
the one satisfying Eq. (17) is chosen, i.e. the one driving toChaser Goal Position Target
0.5 1 1.5
c (m)
APF forces in a one-chaser one-target case with obstacle.
Chaser Initial Position
Chaser Goal Position
Chaser outside of obstacle’s






















-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Xc (m)
Fig. 5. Representative enhanced LQR/APF logic for obstacle avoidance an target docking.













-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Xc (m)
Fig. 4. Representative equilibrium condition between LQR and APF forces in a two-chaser one-target case.
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751266the target point along the shortest way:






Fig. 5 illustrates the modified LQR/APF algorithm with
the perpendicular acceleration a?. The accelerationcomponent perpendicular to the APF repulsion allows
for safe and guaranteed maneuvering around the obstacle,
overcoming the problem described in Fig. 3.
An additional enhancement made to the original
LQR/APF control is the introduction of a safety docking
cone associated with the docking port on the target
Fig. 7. SIMULINK LQR block.
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–1275 1267spacecraft. As Fig. 5 shows, the APF component is kept
constant when the obstacle is the target. The APF control
force is turned off only when the center of mass of the
chaser spacecraft is within the safety docking cone. In the
original LQR/APF [25] the APF repulsive component was
decreased as the decreasing distance from the assigned
docking position, in order to allow closing between chaser
and target. A drawback of this approach is the possibility
of collisions especially when the docking port is occluded
from the chaser’s approaching direction.
Despite these modifications, the control algorithmmay
still encounter equilibrium conditions when a multiple
spacecraft symmetric configuration as the one described
in Fig. 4 is encountered. In these situations, the spacecraft
are assigned adversarial transversal accelerations to reach
the respective goals in the shortest way. For this particular
case a higher level logic is introduced, to detect and
escape undesired equilibrium conditions in multiple
spacecraft maneuvers. The following section describes
the additional high level enhancement made to the
LQR/APF logic in this sense.
2.4.2. Detection and escaping of local minima in multiple
spacecraft maneuvering
Fig. 6 illustrates the proposed technique to avoid local
minima when multiple maneuvering spacecraft reach
symmetric configurations as in Fig. 4. If the following ‘‘no
moving further’’ condition occurs during the docking




the transversal accelerations around the target of all the
chasers are changed, once and for all, to run the chasers
around the target in the same direction, so that, if Eq. (18)



























Fig. 6. Representative enhanced LQR/APF logic for mmoving with no additional conflicts around the goal
spacecraft (e.g. counterclockwise in the xy plane in the
example of Fig. 6).
2.5. Real-time LQR
An important improvement made to the software with
respect to [22] is the employment of a complete real-time
LQR solver.
The classical Matlab command ‘‘LQR’’ cannot be compiled
into a real-time executable by Real-Time Workshop, a
Mathworks tool employed in this research for transferring
algorithms onto the real-time hardware [26]. Nevertheless,
an LQR Simulink solver (Fig. 7) was available for download at
the Mathworks File Exchange website [27] at the moment of
beginning this research. This routine solves the complete
algebraic Riccati equation accepting the input matrices: A
(dynamics matrix), B (control matrix), C (state-output
mapping matrix), D (control-output mapping matrix), Q
and R weighting matrices. The outputs are the LQR gain
matrix, K, which is the solution to the associated algebraic
Riccati equation, the matrix S, and a two dimensional vector,
E, whose first element indicates an error when it is greater
than zero or a somewhat unreliable result when it is
negative. The second element is the condition number of









0 0.5 1 1.5
c (m)
ultiple spacecraft symmetry problem solution.
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751268solving the Riccati problem. At the time of downloading this
block, it was not implemented for compilation through Real-
Time Workshop, neither for XPCtarget nor for RTAI Linux.
The necessary integrations and changes were made withinFig. 8. Multi-spacecraft test-bed at the SRL, US NPS.
Fig. 9. Detail of the hardware compothis paper framework, to make the LQR Simulink block
compatible with Real-Time Workshop, both for compilation
under XPCtarget and RTAI Linux. The updated version of this
Simulink LQR solver has been made available by the authors
for download [27].3. Hardware-in-the-loop 3rd generation spacecraft
simulators
This section introduces the third generation of Space-
craft Simulators developed at the Spacecraft Robotics
Laboratory of the US Naval Postgraduate School, and used
for the experimental verification of the proposed control
method. Fig. 8 shows the fleet of four third-generation
operational spacecraft simulators. The simulators float
using air pads over a very flat epoxy floor, reproducing a
frictionless environment in two dimensions and three
degrees of freedom, i.e. two degrees of freedom for the
translation and one for the rotation. The actuation is
performed via eight body-fixed supersonic thrusters [28].
Two generations of spacecraft simulators were previously
developed and used to validate other proximity maneuvernents of a spacecraft simulator.
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–1275 1269strategies [19,20]. The reduction of the degrees of freedom
from six of the real world to three of the POSF still allows
for the verification of the integration between the
algorithms and the sensors/actuators, accurately reprodu-
cing the dynamics of multi-satellites close proximity
flight. Fig. 9 shows the spacecraft simulator’s hardware
main components and their location on the structure.





























inAd hoc wireless communication: The robots exchange
data among each other and with the external world
over the wireless network, with no access point. In this
way the system is robust to the loss of one of the
simulators.2. Modularity: The simulators are divided into two levels,
the payload can be disconnected from the consum-
ables layer and different payload simulators can be
used (Fig. 9).3. Small footprint (20 cm side square).
4. Light weight (10 kg).
In particular the wireless communication real-time cap-
ability has been previously experimentally verified by a
distributed computing test [21]. Table 1 lists the main
components of the electronics used on board each space-
craft simulator.
The wi–fi capability of each robot is also exploited to
receive its own absolute position in the laboratory, sensed
by the pseudo-GPS indoor system. In particular, the wi–fi
communication is currently exploited for relative naviga-
tion, by having each robot broadcasting its state vector tole 1
ponent electronics hardware description.








0 relays board (IR-104-PBF)
iamond systems)
High density opto-isolated input
+ relay output






IEEE1394 card with 16 bit PC104
ompact wireless-G USB adapter
inksys)




2.4GHz 802.11 g, ethernet to
wireless converter
olenoid valves (Predyne) 2 way, 24VDC, 2W
iber optic gyro DSP3000 (KVH) Single axis rate, 100Hz,
asynchronous, RS-232
agnetometer, MicroMag-3Axis
valuation kit with RS232
oard) (PNI)
Asynchronous, RS-232 (the
evaluation kit is still a
development version)




3.3, 5, 12, 24V outputs. The main
board is equipped with a
batteries’ status controller




–the others. The onboard real-time operating system is
RTAI Linux [29], in the Debian 2.6.19 version. The classical
use of xPC Target by MathWorks as a real-time operating
system (OS) is common in academic research [26]. A key
advantage of xPC Target is its seamless integration
between Simulink via Real-Time Workshop which allows
for rapid prototyping of navigation and control algorithms
for real-time requirements. Real-Time Workshop auto-
matically generates C code from a Simulink model and the
corresponding executable file for a xPC Target based
computer. On the other hand, xPC Target has some
disadvantages that include support for a limited number
of hardware components and no support for USB or
Firewire devices. Furthermore, the inaccessibility of its
source code, due to its proprietary commercial nature,
makes it challenging to add or modify drivers for
unsupported hardware.
RTAI Linux has been successfully used as an onboard
real-time OS. RTAI is a patch to the Linux kernel that
allows for the execution of real-time tasks in Linux
[30,31]. The RTAI Linux solution is being widely exploited
in several engineering areas [32–35]. In this work, we use
RTAI Linux with a wide variety of hardware interfaces to
include: wireless ad hoc radio communication using UDP,
RS232 interface with the sensor suite and power system,
and a PC/104 relay board for actuating compressed air
nozzles. RTAI Linux also allows for automatic generation
of C code from Simulink models through Real-Time
Workshop with the executable file for the onboard
computers being created outside MATLAB by compilation
of the C code.
The details on the ad hoc wireless network and
hardware-software interfaces developed for the Space-
craft Simulators are available in Ref. [21].4. Experimental results
This section reports a two-chaser one target experi-
ment, presenting a symmetric configuration between the
chasers’ initial conditions and their assigned docking
ports on the target (see Fig. 6). In Section 4.1 the classical
LQR/APF control algorithm presented in Ref. [14] is tested
for the first time in a multiple vehicles experiment,
highlighting the limitations of it in case of symmetries
and related local minima. Section 4.2 presents the same
experiment performed with the enhanced LQR/APF
control logic. In the classical LQR/APF case the controller
is not capable of driving the maneuver to completion,
while the enhanced controller is capable of satisfactorily
conclude the experiment, autonomously detecting and
overcoming local minima issues.
In order to experimentally test the LQR/APF controllers
using the spacecraft simulators, the spacecraft dynamics
is reduced to a double integrator. In other words the
matrix A of Eq. (2) reduces to
A¼
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0




















Direction of motion around target for
no conflict situation
z counterclockwise
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751270The orbital dynamics can be considered to be a dis-
turbance compensated for by the simulators’ navigation
and control systems. Since the orbital angular velocity is
very small and the very close-proximity maneuvers are
completed in much less than one orbital period, this
assumption is considered reasonable. As a result, experi-
mentation on the planar floor test bed reproduces many of
the critical aspects of actual autonomous proximity
operations and can be used to validate computer simula-
tions [36]. Fig. 10 is a block diagram of the LQR/APF
control adapted for the NPS simulators. For further details
about the single components of the control loop, such as
the thruster mapping, the pulse width modulator (PWM),
the state estimator (SE), and the PD controller employed
for the simulators’ orientation, refer to [20]. The need of a
thruster mapping algorithm is due to the required
conversion of the torque about the z-axis and the forces
Fx and Fy generated by the LQR/APF algorithm into










Fig. 11. SRL simulators mathe LQR/APF algorithm computes required controls in
the LVLH frame x, y, z, which corresponds to the
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[-1 0] m
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[1 0] m






Fig. 12. Experimental result: unsuccessful two-chaser one target symmetric configuration with standard LQR/APF. The bold line is used to visualize the
simulators’ heading throughout the maneuver. The local minima, illustrated in Fig. 4, are evidently encountered. Movie of this experiment is available at
the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.
























































Fig. 13. Experimental result: thrust history for Chaser 1 during test in symmetric configuration with standard LQR/APF. Movie of this experiment is
available at the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.
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Table 3
Symmetric experiment with classical LQR/APF.
Parameter Value
Maneuver completed No
Required time (maneuver terminated manually
after more than 60 s with no progress)
171 s
Spacecraft 1 and 2 propellant consumption ðR u  u dtÞ 8.39m/s
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751272are first projected into the simulator’s body frame xb,
yb, zb, then allocated among the eight actuators [37]
(see also Fig. 11).
In both the following experiments the simulators’
orientation is maintained at a constant 01 with respect to
the laboratory frame, via a PD control. The control
algorithm runs at 100Hz updates, the pulse width
modulation filters the required control from the LQR/
APF logic at 50Hz.
The maneuver is considered completed when the
distance between target and chaser is below 3 cm.
Table 2 lists the values of control parameters used for
the experiments.
4.1. Experiment with the base LQR/APF
Fig. 12 is the bird’s eye view of the two chasers
one target experiment performed using the unmodified
LQR/APF of [22]. As foreseen in Section 2.4 the control
design drives the chasers in an equilibrium configuration,
where thrusting occurs only to oscillate the robots’ posi-
tions about the respective local minima. Figs. 13 and 14
represent the on-off history of the eight on board fixed
thrusters. The last 60 s of the maneuver are spent with the
simulators virtually oscillating about a fixed position,
thrusting occurs as commanded by the attractive LQR and
repulsive APF, in a equilibrium fashion. Table 3 collects
the main parameters evaluating the quality of the
maneuver: completion of the maneuver (success or not),




























Fig. 14. Experimental result: thrust history for Chaser 2 during test in symm
available at the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.The classical LQR/APF approach results unsuccessful as
expected. The next section shows how the enhancement
to the control logic lead to a smoother and successful
maneuver.4.2. Experiment with enhanced LQR/APF
Fig. 15 is the bird’s eye view of the two chasers one
target experiment performed using the enhanced LQR/
APF. When the local minima of the classical LQR/APF is
encountered and maintained for a time longer than the
tolerance Dt, the decisional logic takes over and tasks the
counterclockwise motion of the chasers around the target.
As the experimental run shown in Fig. 15 the chasers
approach the target only when the field of view constraint
is respected, i.e. when the chasers are in the docking cone
defined in Fig. 5. Figs. 16 and 17 represent the on-off
history of the eight on board fixed thrusters. Table 4




























etric configuration with standard LQR/APF. Movie of this experiment is





















t = 86 s
t= 181 s t = 213 s
t = 217 s
t = 181 s
Chase 1 initial position
[-1 0] m
Xc (m)
Fig. 15. Experimental result: two-chaser one target symmetric configuration with enhanced LQR/APF. The bold line is used to visualize the simulators’
heading throughout the maneuver. Movie of this experiment is available at the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.

























































Fig. 16. Experimental result: thrust history for Chaser 1 during test in symmetric configuration with enhanced LQR/APF. Movie of this experiment is
available at the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.
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Fig. 17. Experimental result: thrust history for Chaser 2 during test in symmetric configuration with enhanced LQR/APF. Movie of this experiment is
available at the webpage http://aa.nps.edu/mromano/pixmovies.htm.
Table 4
Symmetric experiment with enhanced LQR/APF.
Parameter Value
Maneuver completed Yes
Required time 216 s
Spacecraft 1 and 2 propellant consumption ðR u  u dtÞ 12.68m/s
R. Bevilacqua et al. / Acta Astronautica 68 (2011) 1260–12751274maneuver: completion of the maneuver (success or not),
required time, and total propellant consumption.
5. Conclusion
This work presents a multiple spacecraft control
algorithm exploiting linear quadratic regulator, for opti-
mizing the fuel consumption, and an artificial potential
function technique, for collision avoidance. By starting
from previous developments, integrating the original
approach with a technique similar to wall-following and
a high level decisional logic, the LQR/APF is enhanced and
is made capable of avoiding local minima issues. Further-
more, the here employed LQR routine is a complete solver
of the Riccati equation in real time, implemented for
execution on RTAI Linux. The designed algorithm is
tested, for the first time, in a three spacecraft simu-
lators hardware-in-the-loop experiment, employing the
third generation spacecraft simulators of the Spacecraft
Robotics Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Two one-target, two-chaser experiments are presented.The chasers’ initial conditions produce local minima in
the vicinities of the target, which result in a unresolvable
condition for the classical LQR/APF. The same configuration
is successfully handled by the enhanced LQR/APF logic,
constituting a valid novel approach for autonomous
multiple spacecraft maneuvering.
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